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HENRY'S GENERAL ST

by HENRY

The destiny of your society is moving southwards . As you may
have noticed, our recent major contributor, Herbert Brach, is
from Texas -- he wants you to send more dates from your Stru-
bels -- and I have received several more articles from ano-
ther Texan, Albert Altwegg . As of next January, subject to
your confirmation of him when you return the dues later on,
Mario Wiedenmeier, who also calls Texas his home, will be-
come our next president . To top it off, TELL will have a new
editor, Harper Willis, who hangs out his shingle in the spicy-
hot state of Louisiana . He too will cross the Rubicon on 1/1.

**** We welcome herewith (see ad below) a new sponsor . Sulser
is to a large extend responsible for the recent popularity of
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Swiss soldier stamps . His cata-
log is the authority in that
field today.

**** As you may have read re-
cently in the press, a couple
of Swiss stamps drew some lime-
light lately : First, there was
this Rayon I, pale blue (Z17 I)
with complete cross frame, con-
sidered to be the prettiest in
its super-rarified class (see
previous page) . At the spring
Corinphila auction in Zurich
it managed to excite a couple

of bidders with one ending up
parting with about $370,000 of
his petty cash for it . Inciden-
tally, everyone is still looking
for a mint copy of this stamp.
Should you find one , let me
know, I want to be your agent . ..
--The next beauty was auctioned
off at Harmers in New York, a
Rayon II, 10 Rappen with full

cross frame (Zum 16 I), see illustration above . canceled with
a straightline from INS, it made a small dent of $74,000+ in
some American collector ' s credit card . I cant comment on the
reason why in this day and age of superbidders it did not

reach catalog value as I have not seen the cat . description.
But if you look close at the photo you can also see why that
frame around the Swiss Cross was removed : the printer had a
heck of a time registering the three colors on his stones . -
At Schwarzenbach's last auction a couple of modern but rather
spectacular varieties (see corner shot of one above) changed
hands . This one was hammered down at 3,200 Fr . + 18% + Sales
Tax . Not too shabby for a piece that looks more like a repe-
chage from the printer's waste bin rather than something that
missed the customary steelpants quality inspections at the
PTT stamp printing plant in Bern.

**** TELL's July issue displayed some major printing flaws of
its own . First, there was this rather sad looking cover (may-
be sick is the better word) . That Rayon looks like it came
right out of a mudwrestling competition . Then, there was this
creation of some new Tell varieties by Zumstein on black pa-
per . But before you get too excited and order sheets of that
stuff be aware that this wonderfully stupid printer ' s goof
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is delighting us only as a result of some lack of concentra-
tion, or the printer having let the janitor loose to strip a
film positive into a film printer's negative . After 40 years
in printing and publishing I have seen almost all, but it still
irks me when I have to write letters of apology for jockels
who get paid good money for doing their thing . - As a result,
I will change printer with the next issue and your next copy
of Tell will be coming to you from West Bend, Wisconsin.
Since that printer does also the labeling and posting (they
print other stamp journals there, including the gold maker
The Philatelic Exhibitor by the AAPE) we really have no fur-
ther need for the publisher ' s position . So, Leroy Wanamaker,
you can devote your spare time again fully to Swiss collecting.
Please accept our appreciation for your valuable services
for all these years.

**** James Van der Linden reports in Postgeschichte

that although Winkler's first-known Swiss cancel,
a straightline GENEVE on a letter dated April 29,
1700 is still number one, a decorative cancel from
Basel Stadt (DB = De Basle + arms of the city of Basel) shown
here, comes close . First seen on two letters dated Dec 10 and
14, 1704 . The 'haws' and 'whys' are as complex as postal
history from those days goes and well worth reading . Postge-

schichte is a quarterly we send regularly to APRL . Read it!

l Below are the printrun figures released by the Swiss PTT
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for Specials and Semi-postals issued during 1987/88 . For
those of you interested in PJ and PP you can figure out the
charitable contributions they garnered . Unfortunately, I
dont see the other two surtax stamps in this list : the sports
and the flood victims overprint.

**** Several of you will be visiting Geneva in September to
attend the Swiss National Stamp Exhibit, promised to be a

great one . Should be, the projected deficit stands at 1 .9

Million sFr ., and will be covered by the Philatelic Fund.
It's a staggering sum, but when certain Rayons sell for 500M

things become relative . ..

**** A special book edition dedicated to the Geneva Stamps,
1843-1854 will be available at the show for 100 Fr . The
printorder is limited to 1000 copies and the book repor-
tedly contains over 100 4/c illustrations . For those inter-
ested to obtain a copy write to the Secretariat,

Helvetia-Genève 90, Case postale 390, CH-1211, Geneva 3 . I can only
hope that the Philatelic Fund supported this publication too,
we might then get a copy for our library thru the Union . I
doubt that at that price they will hand out too many review

copies otherwise . Qu ' en penses-tu, Jean-Claude?

**** Another first was sponsored by the Swiss Philatelic

Fund : A 'Most Favored Stamp ' contest among the Swiss public.
A drawing was held among the participants for 65 prizes, the
top one being a Sony Videocamera . No news yet about which
stamp though won top honor.

**** More about books : Mr . Hertsch from Zumstein graciously
gave us permission to translate portion or all of Hunziker's

classic volume on Strubels . However, with the current fantasic
flow from our Herbert Brach l think we can put such an under-

taking a bit on the backburner . At the same . time, Mr . Hertsch
would like you to know that the original tome is still avail-
able from Zumstein Verlag, which can no longer be said about
the other classic on the Standing Helvetia which just reached
zero inventory and no reprint planned for the immediate future.

**** We have already received a great amount of extremely nice
and some pricy material for our upcoming donation auction,
see Vinal Grim's announcement in the last issue of TELL and

on page 165 here . I salute those who have already sent in a
contribution and for the rest, please make a special effort
digging thru your treasured duplicates and support your so-
ciety generously . No trash though, please, it does not sell,
just uses up valuable paper and lots of Vinal's precious time.
For those who have nothing to give, I expect you to bid with
a large heart later on . Thank you and let ' s make it good!
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LETT RS TO THE EDITOR . ..
Dear Editor,
I can commiserate with you in the matter of the lack of participation by
members in general as I have been involved in organization work for many
years and it is always the few who do most of the work . However, l want
you to know that as a new member I have learned more about the subject
of Swiss philately in these few months than l had learned in many years
previous. Thank you and the others who are doing such a good and worth-
while job .

	

Edgar W. Meinhardt, MO

Dear Editor,
. . Thanks for the Swiss Postal Rates Sheets in the current TELL . It is always
something that interested me when a new set is issued . What service or
function do these values represent? I'm still a bit unsure about recent
issues. For example the latest Publicity issue has a 25 c., a 35 c., a 50
and a 90. The 50 c. is easy to place. Is the 90 c. just for letters to CEPT
countries? And what about the 25 c.? Do the Swiss really print a com-
memorative stamp for use mainly on mass-mailings? Is it used for any other
purpose? These questions come up for me as l have tried to collect postally
used copies where l can . But what constitutes postal usage for these ir-
regular values? The right stamp for the right purpose or just any stamp
on any piece of mail? It's probably not as fascinating as plating the UPU
but I am curious how these values are chosen for the issued stamps . And
if the values have a purpose why can't l find a postally used copy of stamps
like Zum. 519 (1972-Protect the Environment) . What was this stamp meant
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for? Was it meant to be used or just printed as a souvenir. Seems unlike
the Swiss . . .

Terry Howell, NY

Editor's Reply: What is this? First we furnish the current Swiss Postal Tariff
as a helpful tool for all those of you who are interested in determining new
issue value-uses. Now you also want us to do the research for you ...Sorry,
but they don't pay me enough for this, but I will give you a few clues:

a) Yes, there are many small outfits, clubs, and individuals with small
non-urgent mailings of 50 copies or so who prefer to send the stuff
out with a 25 cts stamp rather having it simply cancelled by the P .O.
with a PP cancel.
b) The 35 cts is for greeting cards with 5 words or less of which the
Swiss send each other millions in a long year
c) The 90 cts for CEPT destinations is a huge volume probably out-
numbering the common 1 .40 for US letters 10:1.
d) Postally used is postally used. I guess only purists would make a
difference and make two separate collections, one with single-value
frankings and one with mixed frankings. Historically, a few Swiss
stamps command substantially higher prices on cover when used
alone for a specific rate and they are so marked in the Zumstein catalog
with a footnote, but I doubt that any of more recent vintage will ever
reach that status. Going back to the last century though, it's the pret-
ty mixed franked covers, both in color and different issues, that de-
mand a premium in the open market.
e)Zum 519, the 1972 Protect the Environment Stamp : the 40 cts then
paid the fare for letters up to 20g to CEPT destinations. The next time
you go to Europe I suggest you include a visit to a stamp bourse, let's
say in Germany, and you will find dozens of those in the boxes . At
13 Million plus printorder we are definitely not looking at scarcity here,
it's just they were sparingly used on letters to the U .S., as the 40 cts
was not quite right for a combination.
Finally, the tariff shown will be the last of its kind. They are working
in Switzerland (as they do in Washington) on a major revision for new
rates to go into effect by Feb. 1, 1991, pretty much along the lines of
the discussions held during the last UPU congress . Basically, the 100+
year old classification of Letters and Cards (LC) and Other Objects
(AO) will be dead forever and replaced with an A and B mail rate, i.e.
fast vs non-urgent delivery of all mail combined (except parcel) . I am
sure the business lobby will yet have a few words to say about that,
I can already see them splitting the B into Ba, Bb, Bc, etc. in order
to get all the money they can squeeze out so as to keep the eternal
myth alive that's been offered each time they want to raise the rates:
"If it were not for junk mail, first class mail would be a lot more expen-
sive. . ." Some of the new rates will probably make as little sense as
the old rates did. take a look at the following two Swiss samples posted
days apart back in 1932 . One, paying the first class rate of 20 cts for
a short trip of about 2 hrs from Geneva to Bern and a second, pro-
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bably containing a promo piece or pricelist, paying only 5 cts for a
haul half around the world from Geneva to Northern California . You
can figure your own ratios of handling and transportation cost
discrepancies, nothing short of very unfair subsidies, never mind the
total absence of logic.
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Crime Alert

Our member and friend
Ernie Bergman just
went thru the worst
experience of his
life as a philatelist:

while on an assignment
in Africa, his home was
burglarized and com-
pletely stripped of
stamps and covers

except some censored
material . With it, 60
years of Swiss collecting vanished . Professional stamp
thieves obviously, as nothing else was taken . Included

in the loss is his award-winning Landscape issue col-

lection of 96 pages . I dont have the space this late in
the closing process to describe it but I show here 3
pieces from that collection : a full page (65% reduced),
a control strip from a coil sheet, and an essay from
the design competition of that issue . All are fairly
unique . - If you see any of such stuff or are being of-
fered any for sale, call the authorities for prompt
action or call Ernie direct (814) 238-0164 or call the

APS stamp Theft people, I hope someone can help!

Membership Report
Richard T. Hall

New Members

2368 Philippe Hans, NY 2373 Peter Krynine, TX

2369 Dana Kerr, PA 2374 Alfred Ratz, FL

2370 Henry Van Wagner, CA 2375 Ruth Roach, WA
2371 Robert Wilson, CA 2376 Vincent Vaccaro,

2372 Roger Heath, CA NY

A big AHPS welcome to these new members!

Reinstatements

1294 Wesley Seeveld, PA

	

1889 Ted Carr, IL

1776 Graham O'Hara,

	

2294 Jean-Claude Marchand,

United Kingdom

	

Switzerland

A welcome back to these old members!
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1942-Official Stamp

1944 for 10E

vertical edge lines 1½ mm extended

SWITZERLAND

LANDSCAPE ISSUES

1938 - the 20gSan Salvatore, flat paper, PLATE ERRORS - DOUBLE TRANSFERS
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who"who

General Henry Guisan
1874-1960

	

by Rudy Schaelchli

The Department of the Military of the Swiss Government is in charge
of the Armed Forces during peace time. The Swiss have a General only
at a time of great external danger and in the case of General Mobilization
of the Army. The Parliament decided on Aug. 28, 1939 to call out the Military
Border Guards, Air Force and Anti-Aircraft Troops on Oct . 29th . However,
due to the increased danger of war, a General Mobilization was

proclaimed on Sept. 7 that put 450,000 men and women, 53,000 horses and 16,000
motor vehicles under the Swiss flag to defend its independence and,
neutrality. The two houses of the Swiss Goverment, in an extraordinary
session, elected the then Commander of the 1st Army Corps, Henry
Guisan, General of the Army. Guisan, at that time, was 65 years old, an
age at which most men think of retirement . The main objective and task
of the General was to maintain peace and also to defend the country in
case of attack . General Guisan used the best ways and means to reach
his objectives and those of Switzerland . Above all, his personality was a
deciding and winning factor.

The confidence he radiated and the confidence he received, the rela-
tionship he established between the citizens and the soldiers were the cor-
nerstones of Swiss unity.

The General worked out many strategic defense plans and changed the
Swiss mountains into a fortress . On July 25, 1940, he summoned all the
Army Officers, from Battalion Commanders on up to the Rutli . Here, where
their forefathers laid the foundation of Switzerland in 1291, he explained
the strategy of the Reduit, the Alpenfortress, personally to the officers . The
alpes became the symbol of the Swiss resistance and General Guisan
implanted a new spirit into the army. All these events and many more con-
tributed to the pride and affection the Swiss had for their General.

The day of his passing on April 7, 1960, at the age of 86, was indeed
a day of national mourning . A wreath with the American flag, from

President Eisenhower, was carried in his funeral procession. A horse was chosen
as his monument in Ouchy, as Guisan was a great fan of horses.

The General is shown on the 1969 portrait series, but many WWII solider
stamps show his picture.

The Italian language version of a slogan machine cancel used between Feb.
1 and March 31, 1946, promoting donations to the Guisan Foundation.
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Exhibit Awards

	

Harlan F. Stone

New medallions showing the St . Gotthard Post are now on hand for
AHPS convention awards. The society has bought 12 sets of gold, silver
and bronze medals measuring 45 mm across . The design (in relief) shows
the postal coach with five horses that also appear on the 1893 com-
memorative postal card for the 50th anniversary of the Zurich cantonal
stamps.

The leftover AHPS medals with ribbons showing William Tell and his
son will go to any U.S. exhibitions that request awards for the best Swiss,
Liechtenstein and related displays . Felix Ganz has increased this supply
through a donation of five silver and one bronze medal he has won . He
returned these duplicates, he wrote, "for the benefit of the AHPS treasury,
and for re-use to future winners."

Recent award winners have been:

James A . Anderson, Sitting Helvetia, APEX (Aurora, CO), gold, Mayor's
award, APEX Founder's award, Aurora Stamp Club novice award.

Leon Aussprung Jr., Swiss Collecting Interests, DELPEX (Delaware),
gold.

Ernest L . Bergman, World War II - Related Censor Mail, SCOPEX (State
College, PA), gold, APS post-1940, Keystone award.

J .R. (Bud) Fahs, St. Gallen Canton, DELPEX, silver ; PITTPEX (Pittsburg),
silver-bronze.

P. Felix Ganz, Liechtenstein Postal Stationery, HOUPEX (Houston),
vermeil.

George Kramer, Local Revenue Stamps 1858-1900, AIRPEX (Dayton,
OH), bronze, American Revenue Assn . bronze.

Charles J . LaBlonde, Geneva Postal History, MILCOPEX (Milwaukee),
vermeil.

Ralph B. Solderberg, Sitting Helvetia, Filatelic Fiesta (San Jose), grand
award, APS pre-1900 ; Standing Helvetia, LONDON, vermeil.

Harlan F. Stone, Cross & Numeral, SEPAD (Philadelphia area), gold ; Na-
tional (New York), gold . Foreign Rate Covers 1862-UPU, Collectors Club
(New York), award of honor. Stamp-imprinted Envelopes, INTERPEX (New
York), vermeil, AAPE award ; COLOPEX (Columbus, OH), vermeil, AAPE
award; Philatelic Show (Boston area), vermeil.

Steven S . Weston, Tell, COLOPEX, silver ; LONDON, bronze.

Harry Winter, Special Flights, AAPEX (Ann Arbor, MI), bronze.

For a picture of the medallion see page 190 in Tell,
Nov 89 . Our cover this month shows the model for it .–Ed.
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auct ionn

Auction 88 presents a wide variety of lots in several
categories . The Switzerland section includes a number of
Rayons and Strubels as well as some later issues . There
are some very nice items in the Officials-International
Offices and the Varieties sections.

This will be the last regular auction in 1990 . In Novem-
ber there will be a Special Donation Auction . For details
refer to the Donation Auction notice elsewhere in this is-
sue of TELL . The next regular auction is planned for Jan-
uary, 1991 . Please send your lots for the January auction
prior to November 15, 1990.

AHPS Mail Auction #88 Closing Date : October 15, 1990
Values are from Zumstein 1989/90 Catalog unless stated other
wise ; 1 sFr . = $ .70 . Submit bids to Vinal Grim, PO Box 674,
Minocqua, WI 54548

Lot Description	 #Catalog/Est.

SWITZERLAND

1 Z .16II Rayon II, VF, 4 full margins ; clear PP cancel in cen-
ter, partial circular cancel at bottom showing UZLIN (Kreuz-
lingen), minimum bid $60 .00	 $133.00

2 Z .16II/A .6 Rayon II on kartonpapier ; multiple creases, brown-
ish facial stain at left, margins a little close at lower
right, others adequate to wide, black federal grillcancel...$280.00

3 Z .16II (Sc . 8) Rayon II (T25 E LO) ; 4 frame lines, small nick
at top right	 $I33.00

4 Z.16II (Sc . 8) Rayon II (T40 D LO) ; clean blue federal grill
cancel, very fresh colors, good wide margins at top, left and
bottom, cut slightly into frame at right,	

5 Z .16II (Sc.8) Rayon II (T5 B RU) ; scarce B stone, fresh color,
trimmed along top frame line, margins otherwise just clear to
wide (at left), neat black rosette of Zurich cancel, signed by
Swiss expert von der Weld	 $133.00

6 Z.16II (Sc. 8) Rayon II (T24 B LU) ; right sheet margin, wide
to very wide margins on three sides, trimmed slightly into
frameline at bottom, light gum creases evident, gum is removed,
fresh color, black federal grill cancel 	 $I33.00

7 Z .16II (Sc. 8) Rayon II (T36 D RO) ; bottom sheet margin, cut
almost just touches frameline at upper right, margins other-
wise adequate to very wide, ironed out crease at lower left,
fresh color, black federal grill cancel 	 $133.00

8 Z .16II (Sc . 8) Rayon II (T20 E LU) ; very small margins on all
sides, fresh color, tiny thin spot at lower right, no other
faults, large black PP cancel, initialed by Swiss expert von
der Weid	 $133.00

9 Z .20 (Sc. 12) Rayon III, I3 rp . ' large figures ' (TB ML II);
cut slightly into frameline at top and left, tiny crease
lower left corner, color somewhat dull and faded, blue feder-

al grill cancel	 $133.00
10 Z .20 (Sc. 12) Rayon III, 15 rp . 'large figures ' (T4 OM II)

dark carmine shade with very fresh color, small crease at
upper left corner, blue federal grill cancel	 $133 .00
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11 Z .20 (Sc . 12) Rayon III, 15 rp . 'large figures' (T6 OL II);
cut along frameline at top, wide margins on other three sides,
central thin spot, pale shade, black federal grill cancel . . . .$133 .00

12 Z .16II (Sc . 8) Rayon II (TI7 E RO) ; light brownish-yellow
shade, adequate to wide margins on all sides, tiny tear at
lower left corner, otherwise without faults, initialed by
Swiss expert von der Weid	 $133 .00

13 Z .21G (Sc . 35) Sitting Helvetia 2 rp . grey; four frame lines,
four margins, SON Magedino cancel, minute stain on right frame
line, horizontal crease	 $420 .00

I4 Z.22C (Sc. 24) 1855 Sitting Helvetia 5 rp . ; Pf .5, three frame
lines, Steinach straight line cancel, horizontal crease, mini-
mum bid $35.00	 $140.00

15 Z .27C, (Sc .30) 1855 Sitting Helvetia I Fr . ; three frame lines,
three full margins, SON Bern cancel, minimum bid $195 .00	 $770.00

16 Z .27D (Sc . 31) 1856 Sitting Helvetia 1 Fr . ; three frame lines,
3 full margins, SON Burgdorf cancel, minimum bid $195 .00	 $770.00

17 Z . 41 (Sc . 56) 30c. Sitting Helvetia, MH ; hinge marks, perfs
close at bottom	 $374 .00

I8 Z . 44-52 (Sc . 60-68) 188I Sitting Helvetia in blocks of 4,
MNH Fine ;	 $169.00

19 Z .54 (Sc. 78) 1882 Numeral white paper issue, 5c .value;
used F, perfs close at left, Vevey cds cancel 17 .IV .82	 $123 .00

20 Z . 75E (Sc. 97a) 1903 Standing Helvetia 1 Fr . carmine, unused;
Rellstab certificate states 'genuine, fresh, very well perfor-

ated with original gum (hinge reminder), small and significant
scratch at left of the Helvetia', Zumstein catalog at sFr . 900,
Estimate	 $100 .00

21 Z .107 (Sc . 136a) Helvetia with Sword, type 1 ; used, rich color,
1 short pert	 $88 .00

22 Z.163y-164y I940 Coat of Arms issue, chalk paper, used, per-
forations normal for this issue 	 $98 .00

23 Z .166 (Sc .203) 1924 Shield issue 2 F . ; Mint F, very light hinge
reminder . . .

	

.	 $179 .00
24 Z .175z (Sc. 179a) William Tell, grilled paper ; used, thin,

otherwise Fine, cds lower right 	 $25 .00
25 Z,176z (Sc. 138a) Helvetia with sword, 40c . grilled gum ; Mint

VF, hinged	 $53 .00
26 Z .199 (Sc . 224) 1934 Landscape issue 25c . value, B/4 ; used F,

single centered Meilen cds cancel, minimum bid $30 .00	 $110 .00

27 Z .205Az, 1936 Landscape issue, re-engraved 20c . value, grilled
paper, single, block of 4 and interspace pairs (S49z t .b.)
in block ; MNH VF, very attractive set of 3 items, minimum bid
$80 .00	 $154 .00

28 Z . K12 (Sc. 162a) Tell Son, 7 1/2c. value tete-beche, fine

used ; machine cancel	 $52 .00
29 Z .K34Ay (Sc .232a) 1936 Landscape 20c . value, tete-beche pair;

used VF	 $49 .00
30 Z . S9 Interspace pair, I0c .+ 15c., with large hole ; MNH VF	 $70 .00

	

SOUVENIR SHEETS	 SEMI-POSTALS

Z .WII 19 (Sc . B119) 1942 Pro Patria SS ; MNH VF	 $112 .00
Z .WII 102 (Sc . B297) 1960 Pro Patria SS ; MNH VF	 $63 .00

Z.WIIII1 (Sc . 242) Aarau Philatelic Exhibition SS ; Mint VF,

31
32
33

lightly hinged	 $42 .00
34
35
36

Z .WIII 18 (Sc . 132) I943 Swiss Postal Centenary SS ; MNH VF	 $63 .00
Z .WIII 21 (Sc . B143) 1945 SS ; Mint LH	 $262 .00
Z .WIII 31 (Sc . B178) 1948 IMABA SS; MNH VF	 $105 .00
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37 Z .WIII 35 (Sc.352a) Lausanne Philatelic Exhibition SS ; MH VF	 $93.00
38 Z .WI 21-24 (Sc B21-24) 1922 Pro Juventute ; used F, all with

cds	 $98 .00
39 Z . WII 1z (Sc . B90a) 1938 Pro Patria ; MNH, grilled gum	 $41 .00
40 Z .WII 3-7 (Sc . B100-4) 1940 Pro Patria ; MNH VF, minimum bid

$12 .00	 $37 .00
41 1956 Pro Juventute stamp booklet ; Mint, unexploded, minimum bid

$25 .00 Est	 $50 .00
42 Z . Z24 Pair, 20c. and 30.c, from 1936 Pro Patria SS; MNH VF	 $52 .00

AIRMAIL

43 Z . F4z-13z (Sc . C4a-12a/15a), MNH VF ; in PTT mini-stock fol-
der, minimum bid $70 .00	 $97.50

44 Z .F7/11 (Sc . C7/11) Airmails ; M HH, otherwise VF	 $50.00
45 Z .F14 (Sc . C13) 1929 Airmail 35c . value; MH VF	 :	 $38 .00
46 Z.F14z (Sc. 13a) 1933 Airmail 35c . grilled gum ; used VF, small

partial cds cancel on upper left	 $56 .00
47 Z .F15 (Sc . C14) 1929 Airmail 40c . ; MN F	 $105 .00
48 Z .F45 (Sc . C45) 1949 Pro Aero ; VF used on piece, special flight

La Chaux-De-Fonds 27 .IV .49 cancel	 $42 .00

OFFICIALS	 INTERNATIONAL OFFICES

49 Z . DII 21y Official, perforated cross block of 4, VF used;
one nice centered cancel, Amateur Collector 	 $48 .00

50 Z .DIII 13-15 (Sc . 2027-29) League of Nations 1922 issue, high
values ; MNH, VF perfectly centered, minimum bid $1000.00	 $1050 .00

51 Z .DIII 31 (Sc.2O35) League of Nations 5F . high value ; VF
used	 $105 .00

52 Z .DIV 29 (Sc . 3024) 5F BIT high value ; used F, 2 light lower
left and right corner 1/4 cancels 	 $125 .00

VARIETIES

53 Z .211 Rt.l International Labour Office; used F-VF, retouch
'over tower', machine cancel, Eat 	 $35 .00

54 Z .244 Ab.9 60c . Historic Design, verge paper, MNH with margin
tab, minimum bid $12 .00 Amateur Collector	

55 Z .245-51 Ab.9 Historic Designs, verge paper; M LH, A/C	 $125 .00
56 Z .247-51 Ab.9 Historic Designs, verge paper ; used Fine, light

cancels, Amateur Collector 	 $28 .00
57 Z .277 Pf.2 Swiss Railway 5c., missing spoke on wheel variety;

MNH VF, minimum bid $35 .00	 $105.00
58 Z .293 Rt .l 30c. Federal Post Centenary, ' Ghost Mountain'

retouch ; used, with upper left 1/4 circular cancel, Est 	 $150.00
59 Z .319 Rt .l 40c . Football World Cup, 'off Miami' retouch ; Mint

LH VF, Amateur Collector	 $35 .00
60 Z .F29 Pa.1, 50c. Airmail 'white roof' variety; used F with

upper 1/4 cds	 $50.00
61 Z .WI 51 Rt .2 1929 20c. Pro Juventute with retouch to left of

tree ; used, some uneven perfs, lower right 1/2 cancel, A/C 	 $37 .50
62 Z . WI 83/R1 1937 Pro Juventute 20c.+10c., A in Helvetia retouch,

MH VF; Amateur Collector	 $65 .00

COVERS

63 Z .126I (Sc . 167a) William Tell 10c . Type I on postcard ; stamp
is on face of card with heavy Chaux-de- Fonds cds cancel
somewhat smeared on card, minimum bid $55 .00	 $210.00
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64 Z .164y Censored (Examiner 6148) Airmail cover Lausanne to
Oceanside, CA; Lausanne 1 SON cancel dated 18 .VI .42, cover
shows signs of handling	 $224 .00

65 Z .286-89 (Sc . B297-300) Liechtenstein registered airmail FDC
to NY; single centered Vaduz cancel, backstamped Buchs (St.
Gallen), reserve $15 .00	 $49.00

66 Z .309-12 (Sc . 340-43) 1952 Telegraph issue on unaddressed FDC;
no cachet, very clean	 $37 .00

67 Z .328-31 (Sc . 359-62) 1959 Publicity set on cacheted addressed
FDC; French cancel, backstamped Boulder, CO, very clean	 $39.00

68 Z .332-33 (Sc . 363-64) 1957 Europa unaddressed cacheted FDC (2);
one cover franked with pair of Z .332, the other with pair of
Z .333, German cancels	 $77 .00

69 Z .F16/20b PTT Auto postcard with Pen cancel A.95 (Sion) and

Lausanne 27 .VIII .37 cds ; card addressed to Crans-Sur-Sierre,
minimum bid $20 .00	 $70 .00

70 Z .WI 143-47 (Sc . B217-21) 1952 Pro Juventute unaddressed FDC
on small envelope ; low value in UR with other stamps on the

left with single centered cancel 	 $88 .00

71 Z .WII 51-55 (Sc . B201-5) 1951 Pro Patria set on large (about

5"x8" ) grey Express envelope ; stamps are nicely arranged with
two well placed cancels and additional cds in clear area	 $84 .00

72 Z .WII 71-75 (Sc . B242-46) 1955 Pro Patria cacheted FDC, French

cancel ; typed description of stamps in address position of

cover, very clean attractive item 	 $88.00

73 1955 Pro Patria set on Air Mail cover to NY, canceled

18 .VII .55 Conference a quatre, Maison de la presse cancel (PEN

S .389), Estimate	 $40.00

74 1955 Pro Patria set on Air Mail cover to NY, canceled
18.VII .55 Conference a quatre, Palais des Nations cancel (PEN

S .390), Estimate	 $40.00

75 Z .WII 102 (Sc. B297) 1960 Pro Patria Souvenir Sheet on unadd-

ressed cacheted FDC ; VF, clean cover	 $42.00

76 Z .DVII 22-27,21 (Sc.7O21-26,27) 1955 United Nations issue on
2 cachet, unaddressed FDC ; clean covers	 $53 .00

77 Z .72-75 (Sc. 82-85) Liechtenstein registered cover from Schaan
to Colmar, France; goldenrod wove paper envelope about 5 " x8",
each stamp canceled clear of the others, minimum bid $75 .00 . .$220 .00

78 2 .301-3 (Sc. 312-14) Liechtenstein registered air mail FDC
addressed to Houston, TX ; Vaduz cds cancel, back stamped
Buchs (St. Gallen) and Houston	 $84 .00

MISCELLANEOUS

79 Z .228-39 (Sc . 256-67) 1939 National Exhibition issue on 3 PTT
Sheetlets ; VF canceled 14 .IX.39 with official German exposi-
tion cancel, Est	 $90 .00

80 Z .281-4 (Sc .312-15) 1948 Bundesstaat blocks of 4 mint and can-
celed set in PTT Souvenir descriptive booklet, canceled items

have single centered FD 27 .2 .48 Westfalisher Friede, Revolution
Neuchateloise and 100 Jahre Bundesstaat cancels, Minimum bid
$35 .00, Est	 $60 .00

81 Z .355-72 (Sc .382-99) 1960 Historic Monuments in 2 PTT Booklets
No . 26,27 ; MH, very clean, Est	 $35 .00

82 PTT Booklets (3) 1962 Pro Juventute set canceled, 1962 Pro
Juventute SS canceled, 1959 Z .DVII 28-30 (Sc . 7028-30) ; folders
No . 49, 50, 23 respectively, very clean, Est	 $30 .00

83 Z .WII 38-41 (Sc . B174-77) 1948 Pro Patria set on PTT sheet-
let, French FD cancel ; tiny (3 mm) tear on right edge, sheet-
let somewhat wrinkled	 $140 .00
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84 Z .DV 29-39 (Sc . 4029-39) BIE set on 2 PTT Collection Sheets
No . 121, 122 ; cds Geneve 14/Palais Wilson/22 .IX.58, Est	 $80 .00

85 Z . PP 78 (Sc . S6a) 20c . franchise stamp w/o control no ., Fine,
upper right corner cancel, minimum bid $20 .00	 $52 .00

86 K-Cancels ; 75 pieces from local post offices with current
cancellations from towns that had PLZ changes in 1988, none beyond

K-900 (see TELL, July 1988 pp . 148-9) minimum bid 	 $25.00
87 K-Cancels; 68 pieces about 3 " x 4 1/2" each with cancel over

corner of stamp and one in clear space, all current cancels
from local post offices that had PLZ changes in 1988, Minimum
bid	 $33.00

88 Z .94 (Sc . 104) 1930 Liechtenstein Views, 90 rp ., 6 lower values
included (5-60 rp .) ; F used, all with nice cancels, Z .94 has lower
left corner cancel	 $150 .00

89 Z .6-12 (Sc . 6-12) 1944 Campione D'Italia ; complete set, MNH
VF with corner margin selvedge, Est 	 $20 .00
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New Tariff System in 1991 M.Rutherfoord

On Ist February 1991 a radical change of the Swiss postal system takes place

in that a 2-tier system is introduced . not only in Switzerland . but for

foreign mail too . " A " for next day delivery . " B " for 2-3 days later, here.

At the Washington UPU conference in 1989 it was decided to allow the successful

British and French systems of 2-tier mail to be extended world-wide. It seems

that the Swiss will be the first to take advantage of this decision.

Not only letters will be affected, but packets as well, in that instead of 10

different ways to send something abroad, there will be only 5 in future.

To identify the service required, the A letters must be marked as such, other-

wise they go as B . Foreign letters etc must carry a "Par Avion" label or a new

one "Prioritaire" . Note that this is not the US Priority Mail, or EMS as it is

generally known . See illustrations . The letter A must be at least 6mm high.

"Printed matter" falls away, but all letters can be sealed . This is better for

automatic mailing machines, and with modern Xerox copiers the PTT clerk cannot

determine what is an original and what is a copy.

Ordinary mail Business mail Bulk mail
Foreign mail

Table of the main rates . (old/new)

	

Summary only.

INLAND LETTERS

gr

	

A

	

B

250 50/80 35/50

500 150/150 75/100

Note, all "Stars "
fall away.

Registered : 200/300A

Express fee: 500/500

FOREIGN MAIL

Priority A
Europe &

	

Rest.
gr

	

Med . area US etc
10	 140/--

20* 90/ 90

20

	

110/110

50

	

180/160

100

	

250/250

200 500/450

170/160

300/270

400/400

860/700

Rest,
US etc

PM /PM/new
Air

70/90/80

100/190/110

150/290/160

250/540/260

Non-priority B
Europe &
Med area

Air /PM/new

60/70/70

80/120/90

110/170/120

170/295/180

* = CEPT/Europe

	

Registration fee : 200/250

Express fee :

	

500/500

A lot of simplifications for both PTT and user, at a price.
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Strubel: Specific Information By Issues

Herbert Brach

	 I.First Munich Printing

The entire printing was delivered to the Swiss postal authorities in the
fall of 1852, but was not issued until Sep. 15th, 1854.

The paper, usually referred to as "thin" was not particularly so, as its
thickness usually measures 0 .07 to 0.095 mm ; exceptional sheets measured
up to 0 .1 mm and slightly above. The paper, produced by Pasing, was solidly
pressed; the addition of the sizing glue was apparently uneven,
producing some paper with thin spots adjacent to thick spots, which gives it the
so-called "cloudy" effect.

The silk thread is emerald green in color and well embedded in the
paper* The distance between stamps is uniform and measures 0.4 to 0.8
mm horizontally and 0.8 to 1 .0 mm vertically.

5 Rappen (Printing run : 100,000). Light and dark shades exist ; the typical-
ly orange-brown ink was sometimes applied sparingly and thin, but ex-
ceptionally fluid and strong to the point where the background diamonds
appear unclear (usually in sheet-margin copies).

10 Rappen (Printing run : 200,000). This is the most difficult value to iden-
tify as a first printing . Color shade alone is not a criterion, as variations
from a greenish dull blue, through a medium blue to a very strong blue
exist . More characteristic is the aspect of the background diamonds ; the
apparent thorough humidification of the paper gave the ink application a
"fluid" effect; this produced an apparently over-inked background ; the
diamonds are separated from the neck and body of the Helvetia by a mostly
continuous borderline. The corner rosettes are clearly and sharply
embossed.

15 Rappen (Printing run : 250,000). The pink color appears matte with
a minimally brown undertone. Some ink balling appears in the thin lines
within the background diamonds, especially near the head of the Helvetia.
Some pigment concentration (balling), resulting in dark red spots obser-
vable particularly in the four lettering bands is also known; it is characteristic
of the first printing.

40 Rappen (Printing run : 150,000) . The ink application is even and rather
thin ; the color is characteristic of this printing, although, curiously, two
distinct shades exist, with one appearing more yellowish, the other more
greenish.

The emerald green color was achieved by running the thread through an olive yellow and
a blue bath . Through errors of omission, stamps of this printing with a yellow thread are
found occasionally; much rarer are 5 and 40 Rappen stamps showing a light blue thread.
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II . Subsequent Munich Printings

Printed with the same paper and identical thread as the First Munich
Prints, these are characterized by their clean execution and by the stronger
color shades ; the shades of the 5 and the 40 Rappen were changed as
per the request of the Swiss postal authorities.

The distance between cliche's and their arrangement is the same as
for the First Munich Printing.

5 Rappen (1,150,000 ; first known use : Sep 21, 1854) . There are three
main shades: a) A reddish brown, which exists in darker and lighter shades;
b) A characteristic, sated brown (erstwhile described as doe brown), which
is very evenly applied ; apparently the paper was well humidified, as this
shade also shows good relief ; c) A third shade, classified as matte brown,
due apparently to the admixture of a grey component; it has a much "drier"
appearance, with point-sized unprinted areas around the corner rosettes
and around the letters "F" and "O" of FRANCO. The background
diamonds are clear and clean.

10 Rappen (2,100,000 ; first known use: Sep 1854) . There are three main
shades: light blue, blue and vivid blue ; the last is by far the scarcest . The
printing of this value begins to show incipient wear of the printing dies;
the background diamonds are not quite as clear as in the first printing and
pigment concentration near the neck area begins to be seen.

15 Rappen (1,200,000 ; first known use : Sep 1854) . No other Strubel issue
shows such strong and vivid colors as the vivid shade of this stamp, which
is scarcer than the light pink shade. The printing of this stamp is very clear
and all details are clean . The relief, on the other hand, is not usually
prominent. The margins of this value are usually narrower than those of the
other values ; this stamp is reported to have distances between clichés
as low as 0 .6 mm. As a consequence, even full-margined copies of this
value tend to have narrower margins than those of the other values of this
printing.

40 Rappen (700,000 ; first known use: Sep 1854) . This stamp, which was
produced in Munich between July and October, 1852, has only one listed
color shade, light yellow green, but, as was the case in the first printing,
nuances from yellower to greener exist, as well as variations in its intensi-
ty. The printing is clear, with clean background diamonds and usually clean-
ly defined corner rosettes. The relief is unclear and hardly perceptible.

	 III . First Berne Printing

The first Berne printings were not only made with the printing clichés
used in Munich, and the Pasing paper sent from there (thus, emerald
thread), but benefited from the experience gained there . The major dif-
ferences consist in Berne having gone to the printing of 25-stamp sheets
from the 100 format previously employed, requiring a rearrangement of
the clichés, which, while well-aligned, are now closer together ; also, it is
presumed, a change in the printing inks employed . Either a different ink
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formulation, or its application on drier paper results in a "drier" look of
the printing . This, curiously, is not true of the first stamp produced there
to reach the public, the 20 Rappen orange which was never produced in
Munich ; it is, by all odds, the best-printed of all Strubels . Printing of this
period began after March 1854 and the last stamp to be issued, the 10
Rappen, is known with a use date of March 28, 1855.

5 Rappen (750,000; first known use : Nov 4, 1854) . This stamp does not
show the nice warm brown tones of the Munich issues . The application
of the ink looks more porous, with colorless points or white comma-like
unprinted areas common. The corner rosettes are flattened and not as
sharply defined; embossing is weak and the relief is seldom more than
barely perceptible . Three main shades are known described as brown, light
matte brown and matte grey brown ; their frequency is about evenly divided.

10 Rappen (575,000 ; first known use: Mar 28, 1855). An apparently ade-
quate supply of this value from Munich delayed inception of printing in
Berne and kept the size of the issue down . The preparation of the blue
ink seemed to present particular problems to the Berne mint in the begin-
ning. The pigment is not well dispersed, either because of the particle size
of the pigment, or because of a deficient dispersion method . We find both
dark spots and unprinted areas ; distinguishing these stamps from the
Munich issues with their evenly applied ink is easy. Also, plate defects begin
to appear, indicating premature wear for such an early stage . Paper
thickness of this issue varies widely. Two main shades are known, describ-
ed as blue and light blue . The darker blue is scarce and does not account
for more than 5% of the issue.

15 Rappen (375,000; first known use : Jan 29, 1855) . Again, there was
a good supply of this value, leading to a late and restricted issue . The
shades of this stamp, of which there are two, lilac rose and matte lilac rose,
are absolutely characteristic of this issue because of the unique blue under-
tone to the pink. The lighter shade was printed on Pasing paper with enor-
mous thickness variation ; specimens of almost cardboard-like consistency
as thick as 0.11 mm are known . The pigment dispersion does not seem
to have presented major difficulties and the embossing is usually deeper
than that found in the 10 Rappen stamps.

20 Rappen (1,150,000 ; first know use : Oct 14, 1854) . Intended to be issued
the first day of Strubel appearance, this stamp is carefully printed, has
beautifully sharp definition, good color dispersion and deep embossing.
There are three main shades : yellow orange, orange yellow and pale
orange yellow; the last accounts for about 20% of the issue, with the first
two shades dividing the remainder about evenly.

IV. Second Period of Berne Printings

The printing mode of this period, which seems to run from 1855 to 1858,
remains the same as in the first Berne period ; what distinguished it from
the former are the papers, colors of the silk thread and, in some cases,
the cliche arrangements . As far as papers are concerned, the period
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begins with the use of Pasing papers, with an der Sihl papers beginning
to make an appearance at the end of 1856 and gradually taking over dur-
ing 1857; variation in thickness of both papers goes from medium (0 .07
mm) to very thick (0.12 mm) . Silk threads of colors different from the emerald
used heretofore make their appearance due to a decision to use different
thread colors for each value . Plate arrangements vary from very orderly
to very skewed and distances between cliche's are beginning to be reduc-
ed. Finally, a new value, the 1 Franc stamp appears, the need for which
was necessitated by the postal rate for transatlantic destinations.

For the sake of clarity in a very confused situation, stemming from pre-
sent Zumstein classification, we will divide the Second Berne Printing
Period into three sub-groups.

IV A . Stamps of this sub-group first appear in use in 1855.

5 Rappen (First postal use : May 30, 1855) . Printed on firm paper with a
yellow thread, this stamp was arranged with wide enough spaces between
cliche's to produce full-margined copies (0 .6 to 1 .1 mm horizontally, 0.5 to
0.8 mm vertically) . The embossing varies from flat to pronounced . Plate
defects are numerous. The shades listed are identical to the first Berne
issue: brown, pale matte brown and matte greyish brown.

10 Rappen (First postal use : Dec 31, 1855). Printed on paper of good
finish, usually 0.07 to 0.09 mm, but sometimes as thick as 0 .12 mm, with
a light red thread well embedded, this stamp actually went through at least
three different printings. First in time of issue was the shade denominated
milk-blue (23 Ca), to be followed by the matte-blue shade (23 Cb). Both
of these were printed in the fashion of the first Berne period, with evenly
arranged cliche's . Particularly the milk blue shade shows, more than
perhaps any other Strubel, the concentration of undispersed pigment spots
which some cite as a characteristic of this whole Berne printing period.
Because of the thickness of the paper, very little, if any relief is usually
encountered, although there are some exceptions to that.

On the same paper, apparently, a stamp was printed, the appearance
of which was obviously subsequent to the first two printings . This is 23
Cc, known with shades from blue to dark blue. This printing is characterized
by a new plate arrangement which results in the distance between clichés
to be reduced, sometimes to almost nothing, and the horizontal alignment
being uneven . Some frame lines are missing entirely, some partially.

Hunziker adds the greenish blue shade, which he gives the designa-
tion 23 Cd, in variance with Zumstein ; aside from the difference in shade,
it has the same characteristics as the 23 Cc.

40 Rappen (575,000 ; First postal use : Feb 17, 1855). This value was
printed on Pasing paper with a red-brown silk thread. There are two distinct
shades listed which were printed in different runs as indicated by the dif-
ference in plate arrangement.

First, the light green shade (26Cb) was printed on medium thick paper
showing distance between frame lines of 0.4-1 .0 mm horizontally and 0 .7
- 1 .1 mm vertically. These were printed with a great deal of care and show
fairly good embossing.
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The later printing of the light yellow-green shade (26Ca) shows distances
of 0 .5-1 .0 mm and 0.4-0 .8 mm respectively. These were printed on medium
thick to thick paper and the unusual care that seems to have been taken
with this printing resulted in the best embossing since the 20 Rappen of
the first Berne issue.

To the above, a third printing should be added to cover stamps printed
in an apple-green color on thin paper with no relief at all . I will designate
this (26Cc).

Curiously, specimens with grill cancels as well as date stamps exist of
all three printings.

1 Franc (200,000 ; First postal use: Feb 12, 1855). Printed on well-finished
paper, usually 0.06-0.09 mm thick, but sometimes as much as 0 .1 mm, with
its black silk thread usually near one of its surfaces, these usually show
fairly good relief . Distance between frame lines is usually 0 .5-1 .0 mm
horizontally and 0 .4-0.5 mm vertically. The color of this stamp is pro-
blematical, constituting as it does, the first use of a synthetic dye, "Mau-
vein", which unfortunately turned out to be light-sensitive and changed
shade from the original violet-grey during exposure . Two shades are listed,
the original violet grey (27Ca) and light bluish grey (27Cb). Considerable
controversy exists about the bluish shade, which is thought by many to
be the result of chemical degradation of the original violet shade. In ac-
tual fact, most copies to be found are a dull grey, to which the usually heavy
grill cancels and considerable yellowing of the paper contribute.

IVB. This sub-group will serve to differentiate an issue which is catalogued
as belonging to this period ; it covers the production, in large volume, of
10 Rappen stamps on paper different from that employed in the printing
of the 10 Rappen stamps of sub-group A ; this paper has a dark red (car-
mine) silk thread . Tentatively, the date of appearance of these stamps is
set as late as 1858 ; this late date, as well as the extremely sloppy execu-
tion of this printing leads one to surmise that the supply of the 10 Rappen
stamps from the earlier printing runs had run out and that this was an
emergency printing caused by a delay in the production of 10 Rappen
stamps from the new press for reasons unknown ; in the event, the new
10 Rappen (23G) did not make its appearance until June of 1859.

10 Rappen (First known postal use : 1858?) . With the same tight and
skewed cliche' arrangement that we met with the third printing of the 10
Rappen value on paper with light red silk thread (23Cc), we now find a series
of 10 Rappen stamps printed on fairly thick paper with a dark red (car-
mine) thread; the paper is usually 0.06-0 .08 mm but sometimes up to 0 .1
mm thick. No Strubels were printed with less apparent care, and wide-
margined copies of these totally flat stamps are virtually impossible to find,
due to the plate arrangement previously mentioned . Three main shades
exist :

blue to intense blue (23Ce)
greyish blue

	

(23Cf)
greenish blue

	

(23Cg)
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Note must here be made that these designations differ from those shown
in the Zumstein catalogue, due to Hunziker's introduction of the greenish
blue shade with light red thread, to which the designation (23Cd) was given;
this results in the Zumstein subletter designations of the stamp which now
occupies us to be advanced by one letter of the alphabet.

IV C. This third sub-group of the stamps of the second Berne printing period
owes its existence to the appearance of a new printing on paper with chang-
ed silk thread colors in the period 1856/1857.

5 Rappen (First postal use : Jan 1856) . Printed on medium thick to very
thick paper. (0.09-0 .14 mm) with a well-embedded black thread; this, ac-
cording to Hunziker, is not the same paper as that used for the 1 Franc
with black silk thread, the calendering being now uneven (see note after
27D regarding this) . Four separate printings of this stamp can be
distinguished.

1.The first printing, on even and well-calendered paper, was printed in
a manner very similar to the early printing of the 10 Rp with light red silk
thread (23Ca and Cb) ; the cliche's were arranged evenly, with relatively
wide spacing between them. Grill cancels appear in the preponderance
of specimens of this printing.

2. The second printing, a variety of the first printing, with identical cliche'
arrangement, shows the peculiarity of the use of one-side calendered
paper. There are stamps printed on the smooth side, which show clearly
defined background diamonds and frame lines, while those printed on the
rough, uncalendered side are noticeably blurred.

3.The third printing was done with plates having badly arranged clichés,
some of which are so close together (0.2-0.5 horizontal, 0.1-0 .3 mm
vertical), that of the adjoining frame lines frequently one did not print at all,
or only partially; often, they are skewed . Circular date stamps are the com-
mon cancellation.

4. The fourth printing was done in the manner of the last Berne period
(Series G) . Distances between clichés are exact (0 .4-0.5 mm horizontally,
0 .5-0.6 mm vertically) and they are evenly arranged.

In its four printings and its many shades, this stamp, together with the
10 Rappen with red silk thread, is the most frequently encountered Strubel;
these two stamps also share the greatest variety of CDS cancellations found
on Strubels.

The 5 Rappen is listed as having five shades:
Dark Brown 22 Da
Dark Grey-Brown 22 Db
Grey-brown (strong) 22 Dc
Grey-brown

	

22 Dd
Matte grey-brown 22 De

15 Rappen (First postal use : July 1857) . This stamp is characterized by
a blue thread which is well embedded in a very strong and tight an der
Sihl paper ; the thread color is therefore difficult to identify.
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A new printing plate arrangement resulted in very narrow but even spac-
ing of the clichés (0.1-0.5 mm horizontal, 0.2-0.4 mm vertical) Even the sheet
margins are narrow (usually 1 .5 to 2 .5 mm) and the right margin specimens
are usually recognizable only because of the thickened (distorted)
frameline*

Two different shades are listed:

Strong pink

	

24 Da
Light matte pink 24 Db

Transition shades between these two exist.

1 Franc This stamp with yellow silk thread appeared sometime in 1856
and is a consequence of the decision to swap thread colors between the
5 Rappen and 1 Franc values and its issue is therefore subsequent to the
stamp with black thread.

According to Hunziker, the paper used to print this stamp is different
from that used to print the 5 Rappen stamp with yellow silk thread ; he notes
a difference in thickness, which on the 1 Franc varies between 0.06 and
0.09 mm and the location of the silk thread which on the 1 Franc stamp
tends to lie toward its back.

Both d'Aujourd'hui and Zumstein in the Handbook state that paper stocks
with yellow thread, originally intended for the printing of 5 Rappen stamps
were used to print the 1 Franc stamp once it was decided to switch thread
colors . Nothing is specifically stated regarding what would seem to be a
logical parallel in using any existing stocks of the black-thread paper.

Everything that was said about the color of the 1 Franc stamp with black
thread is true here, but more specimens having the original violet hue can
be found on paper with yellow thread ; also, there are now some dark grey
shades with a blackish hue . The catalogue listing shows:

Light violet grey 27 Da
Light bluish grey 27 Db

Cliché settings of this stamp are the same as for VC . The printing is
very similar, although the depth of the embossing does not seem quite
as pronounced as on the earlier stamp. This stamp is found more frequently
than the earlier version, and so are presentable copies . While the 27D can
be found with grill cancels, date stamps are much more frequent.

V. Third Period of Berne Printings

This period, encompassing the years 1856 and 1857, with an occasionally
occurring late use in 1858, is characterized by the use of very thin (0 .03-0.05
mm) "cloudy" silk paper. This paper is of Bavarian Pasing manufacture
and it can only be assumed that the Swiss mint picked over previously
rejected stocks, either because of a temporary shortage due to delayed

These stamps are printed in the manner of the 'G' series . Caution is advised with any
stamp described as 21D carrying a grid cancel ; the period of usage of this stamp (second
half 1857 and 1858) precludes such cancels .
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Sihl deliveries, or as a savings measure . The printing on this thin paper
must have been very difficult and resulted in less than sharp prints, with
little, if any, relief and matte colors. The aspect of these stamps is
characteristically diffuse. Plate arrangements were mostly even. This period
is divided into two series : The "E" series, with other than green thread,
and the "F" series with green silk thread.

"E" Series

10 Rappen . (First postal use : Oct 7, 1856) . Of this stamp, printed on
0.04-0.05 mm paper with light red silk thread, two shades exist:

a) Light greenish blue (milk blue) ; this color is minimally stronger than
that of the 1855 stamp on medium thick paper (23Ca) and the printing mode
is identical to it . This stamp exists with all manner of cancellations.

b) Light blue; printed on the same paper as a), this shade differs from
all others with light red thread and corresponds to that of the first Berne
printing (23Bb) ; this stamp is known with grid cancels only, even though
it is contemporary to a).

1 Franc. (The period of use of this stamp falls between 1856 and 1862).
Printed on thin (0.04-0 .05 mm), well-coated and firm paper with yellow silk
thread; the latter has a tendency to be oriented toward the back of the
stamp. This most elusive of all Strubels has, when genuine, a strong light
violet grey shade; beware of bluish tones, usually the consequence of
manipulation to make a 27D thinner by means of washing out the sizing
(fibres usually sticking out).

"F" Series

5 Rappen . (First postal use : Jun 3, 1856) . This stamp on thin (0.03 to
0.05 mm), cloudy paper with green silk thread was used during a relatively
short period in 1856 and 1857. Its color shade is characteristic and is
described as pale matte brown, corresponding most nearly to the stamp
of the same shade designation of the first Berne printing (22Bb) . A more
greyish hue, corresponding to 22Bc is also known . Badly arranged plates
are the norm, unprinted frame lines are frequent and stamps with four
margins are difficult to find . Sheet margins are narrow, usually 1 mm, with
2.5 mm the exception. Grids are the normal cancellation to be found.

10 Rappen . Printed on thin (0.04-0.05 mm) paper with green silk thread,
these stamps, found used usually in 1857 and 1858, are usually cancelled
with circular date stamps, although the copy in this collection has a grid
cancel on cover dated Jan. 3rd, 1857. The printing mode of this stamp,
the shade of which is described as just "blue" differs only minimally from
the first Berne printing 23Ba.

15 Rappen . According to the literature, this stamp is described as either
light matte pink, pale rose or deep dull rose and has supposedly the same
shade as the 15 Rappen with blue thread (24D) ; also, the sources give
April 10, 1857 as the earliest known postal use and maintain that circular
date stamps are the usual cancellation.
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In my opinion, both the shade and the printing mode are more similar
to the first Berne Printing (24B) and since the preponderance of copies
seen have grid cancels, l would tend to place first use at an earlier date
since May 23rd, 1857 was the last authorized date for grid cancels.

The stamp is printed on thin (max . 0.05 mm) paper with a green silk
thread, had a very even plate arrangement and distance between frame
lines of 03-0 .5 mm in both directions. Sheet margins as wide as 4 mm
known.

20 Rappen (First postal use ; June 27, 1856). There are two shades of
this orange stamp on thin, cloudy paper with green silk thread, and, in
my opinion, two distinct printing modes:

a) The orange yellow shade, which must have appeared first, as it
occurs with grid cancels, is printed cleanly and carefully, with well-defined

relief and corner rosettes, reminiscent of the first Berne printing . Margins
are known to be huge and plate arrangement such as to permit availabili-
ty of full-margined copies.

b) The yellowish orange shade with a reddish tinge, which must have
appeared later, typically bearing circular date stamps of 1858, was obviously
printed with much less care . The ink application is uneven and thin, with
unprinted areas, giving the stamp a diffuse appearance. The printing is
flat and without apparent relief ; the corner rosettes have been flattened
and distorted . Margins are narrower than those encountered with the yellow
shade and the setting between frame lines is usually extremely tight . The
printing is very much in the manner of the 'G' series.

Note : The writer feels that the color shades of the "F" series are so close-
ly analogous to the corresponding shades of the "B" series and the stamps
of the two series are so similar in appearance that it can be assumed that
all of them were printed in the 1854/1855 period and those stamps on thin
paper held back for quality reasons and not released until a period of shor-
tage during 1856/1857. This runs counter to the accepted theory of reject
paper having been held back and then printed in 1856/1857 . The excep-
tion to this is the second printing of the 20 Rappen stamp, done in the
manner of the "G" series and probably printed in the second half of 1857.

VI. The Last Berne Printings

Constituting the five-year end period, 1857-1862, of the total eight-year
life of the Strubel issues, this produced the numerically most abundant
specimens. The acquisition of a new press allowed the rearrangement of
the printing plates into 50-stamp sheets, with the cliche's evenly but ex-
tremely closely set . The ever-growing need for more stamps seems to have
made production speed the overriding consideration in the period . No at-
tention was paid to relief and we have flat printings exclusively from this
period. Plate wear, with many resulting varieties, is common ; lack of care
with the ink application (both lack and excess) and even double impres-
sions are far from rare . The paper used was fairly thick, all manufactured
by Sihl, and the silk thread was uniformly green (although some paper
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with pink thread, found its way into the manufacture of some very rare 5,
15 and 40 Rappen stamps). Circular date stamps are the order of the day,
although some straight-line cancels, much sought after, can be found ; grid
cancels no longer occur. Four-margined copies, because of the extremely
close settings, are rare and carry a hefty premium. Sheet margins are also
narrow.

2 Rappen (978,855 ; issued Jan 1, 1862). Necessitated by a rate change
for printed matter, this grey stamp exists in shades from a sated to a very
light grey, often with yellowish undertones (possibly due to the gum). The
life of this stamp was rather short, as the 2 Rappen Sitting Helvetia ap-
peared on Oct . 1st, 1862. Remainders on hand were often used in multi-
ple strips; after Aug. 1st, 1863, all were burned.

An interesting use of the 2 Rappen stamp was the so-called Italian pro-
visorium ; a treaty with the new Italian kingdom provided for a postage of
3 Rappen for printed matter up to 40 grams in weight and came into force
on July 1st, 1862 . Since the projected perforated 3-Rappen stamp was not
available yet, the postal authorities decreed the use of 1½ 2-Rappen
stamps for this purpose for the three-months period in question . Most of
this was used on newspapers.

5 Rappen (First postal use: April 7, 1858) . With four shades, of which
three (dark brown, greyish brown, dark greyish brown) are known to us
from the issue with black thread (22D), and a new shade, black-brown,
which is the rarest.

An unusual use of this stamp is in the Geneva Bisect . In 1861, the Geneva
District Post Office reduced the postage for multiple mailings of printed
matter within the District to 2½ Rappen and permitted the halving of 5
Rappen stamps for this purpose . this was a local adaptation of a Post Of-
fice Department disposition which specified that the first 20 copies of a
multiple mailing of printed matter would pay full postage and subsequent
copies half postage, but no less than 3 Rappen.

10 Rappen (First postal use : Jun 16 , 1859) . It is amazing that apparently
sufficient stocks of previous printings were on hand of this most popular
franking rate to permit delay of issue to such a late date . We can only guess
at possible plate or scheduling problems on the new press which
necessitated the continuing production of the 10 Rappen with dark red
thread into this period . When the manufacture of the 10 Rappen with green
silk thread began on the new press, a whole gamut of shades was pro-
duced, of which the pronounced greenish shade (23Gd) is the most
remarkable and also the rarest.

15 Rappen (First postal use : Jul 26, 1857) . This stamp appears in three
shades: strong pink, pink and pale matte pink, with the middle shade the
most frequent . This stamp was taken out of circulation on August 31st, 1862
because of the disappearance of the postal rate requiring it; since this hap-
pened four weeks before the appearance of the Sitting Helvetias, no
mixed frankings of this stamp with the perforated issue exist.

20 Rappen (First postal use : Aug 26, 1857) . Three shades, yellow orange,
orange yellow and pale orange yellow correspond to those of the first Berne
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printings, with some shades appearing darker than the earlier issue . While
the stamps of the first two shades were printed in a mode characteristic
of this period, entirely flat and without signs of any relief and thus cannot
possibly be confused with the sharply printed first Berne issue, it is curious
to note that many specimens of the pale shade show some relief and ob-
viously more careful printing .*

40 Rappen . No date of early known postal use is given in the literature.
This issue shows a much darker and stronger nuance of green than any
heretofore encountered among the Strubels. Two main shades, yellowish
green and green are cited, and while some sub-shades exist, the stamp
designated as "green" can be distinguished from those having a yellowish
tinge quite easily. Possibly because of the strong color, most CDS cancels
look indistinct, which may have contributed to the difficulty in establishing
a date of first use.

After writing this, I have just found an enigmatic note on page 29 of d 'Aujourd 'hui ' s book,
which says:

"25 B was also printed in 1856/57 with a distance of 0.3 to 0 .6 mm between stamps ."
(Original 1854 printing distance was 0 .7 to 1 .0 mm).

He says nothing further about this, but it may well explain the mystery I found in the pale
shades of this stamp.

AHPS One-Frame Exhibit

	

Harlan F Stone

Ken Barlow, long-time AHPS member in Canada, has come up with a
great suggestion for publicizing our society. He intends to use photocopies
of last fall's one-frame AHPS exhibit at World Stamp Expo in Washington
before local stamp clubs in his Vancouver, British Columbia, area . To help
maintain this display in its original form for copying purposes, he has
donated the six special, machine and publicity postmarks he provided for
one of the 16 pages.

As a permanent traveling exhibit, this concise overview of popular Swiss
collecting areas can undoubtedly find use through other AHPS members
throughout North America . World Columbian Stamp Expo 92, scheduled
for Chicago, has already expressed interest in the original one-frame ex-
hibit at its show.

Since five of the 16 pages are no longer available in their original form
(your publicity chairman has dispersed the material to other AHPS
members who participated in the display), we must make do with
photocopies for the time being . If anyone is interested in donating

replacement material, write me at P.O. Box 229, Summit, NJ 07901 for a want list.
Our primary needs are in the areas of Pro Patria, Pro Juventute, air mails,
international organizations and postal stationery . The value of the material
on these five pages ran from $11 to $130.
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Swiss Postage Rates Project

	

Steven S. Weston
Part Ill : Service Surcharges

This continues a project to compile and publish a definitive set of
tables of Swiss federal postage rates. We know that some previously
published postal rate tables are incorrect ; if you find an error, please
write describing the error and correction, and enclose a photocopy of
your source document.

My address : Steven S. Weston, PO Box 868, Del Mar CA 92014.
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Postmark

*Cross out 1253
in last Tell,

was withdrawn.
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100 YEARS OF ORGANIZED SWISS PHILATELY
WE CONGRATULATE --- HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!
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